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Abstract 
This paper aim to examine visitor movement behavior in  theme park pertaining to its spatial layout. Thus, it focuses 
on visitors mobility and choice of activities correlated to the outdoor spaces in the theme park. The present study is 
undertaken at the Universal Studio in Singapore. Through data collection survey, were 229 respondents completed 
questionnaires, covering the issue on  how they interact with architectural space. A key finding indicates that visitors’ 
anxiousness differed from normal behaviour. Outcomes from this study will benefit designers, policy makers and 
theme park managers  to plan or manage wayfinding system in  theme park for conveniences. 
© 2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Centre for Environment-
Behaviour Studies (cE-Bs), Faculty of Architecture, Planning & Surveying, Universiti Teknologi MARA, Malaysia. 
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1. Introduction 
Tourism plays an important role in the context of urban economic development. One of the key factors 
that attract tourists is the introduction of various favorable attractions. For example, amusement park or 
theme parks are getting popular in the western world as well as developed Asian countries. Theme park 
wayfinding systems is part of decision -making process includes the selection of identification their own 
route and path. Whoever experience of getting lost will feel unpleasant especially for those are the first 
time visitor. Much research has explored the issues of wayfinding in unfamiliar locations, such as 
airports, shopping malls, galleries etc, which had been discussed widely (Lam et al. 2003; Churchill et al. 
2008) but, not on theme park issue. Therefore, in the context of architecture, wayfinding involves an 
interaction between the visitors and the environment. In recent years, wayfinding issue has been widely 
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research within the context of urbanization, but less research concerned on the pattern of human 
movement behavior related to spatial layout in the theme park. An argument is put forward why visitors 
especially newcomers always get their way somewhere without no directions. 
 Data was elicited from the survey questionnaires. The objective of this research, firstly, to examine 
sense of direction gave   impacts on the wayfinding in spatial planning. Secondly, to study the character 
of visitor’s behavior through recognition and perception towards space in the theme park. Therefore, this 
study suggests that several patterns of behavior will be based on attitudes and motivation. This can be 
identified by using the typology of spatial temporal behavior to express interactions between respondents 
and environment. This research discovers that the rules of human behavior could be a group into two 
types, the environmental behavior and physical behavior. This as mention by Koike et.al (2003) revealed 
differences by age group in the walking behavior influence visitors’ evaluation of the service experience. 
This will relate to activity zones where visitors perform their wayfinding. In addition, to determine how 
visitors move between and inside activity areas how they avoid colliding with each other in walking area 
and in queue lines. 
2. Literature review 
Wayfinding is described as a complex process and always been referred as a reaction to the 
environment depending the visit is either pre-planned or unplanned. Some visitors have prior knowledge 
before they refer to landmarks (Golledg 1999). According to Passini (1996, 1997) wayfinding is the 
cognitive ability to assimilate spatial information, make maps find one’s way, make decisions and execute 
the three decisions: cognitive mapping, decision-making and decision execution. Wayfinding also flows 
psychological patterns based on visual perception. Montello (2001) identifies that wayfinding can be 
defined as the decision-making process that made the individual navigate on their own way. Perhaps, with 
no pre-planned itinerary this may consider as randomised exploration. To improve the functionality of the 
environment, Brandon (2008) emphasizes the process of wayfinding is part of understanding memory, 
cognitive mapping and spatial recognition. It means that is how we use our senses to take an action during 
the navigation. Many researchers sought that the patterns of cognitive and mind mapping is related to 
human emotions and movements. 
2.1. Wayfinding route in theme park 
Visitors' movement become an issue in leisure park but how they can reach their destination at ease 
without being confused or worried about being losing track. Any visitor who at the first occasion will take 
their time to enjoy and get familiarize to find their way and may not realize how confusing and difficult to 
reach the destination. By navigating the surrounding and using elements such as form, light, signage, 
sound and color where they can easily follow the best route to their destination. They are a few examples 
that patterns can be extracted from visitor’s movement in a theme park. They could be categorized in 
three movements:  axis, looping and thoroughfare as shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3. 
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Fig. 1. An example of  thoroughfare movement 
Figure 1 shows a place of passage from one location to another. The pattern of this pedestrian provides 
clearly to identified entrances. Circulation pathways can cross thoroughfare, providing individual 
intersections to each playing zone. Examples of theme parks that been practiced using this movement are: 
1) Sesame Place Bucks County in Pennsylvania and 2) Six Flag La Roude in Montreal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. An example of the loop movement 
Zone 7 
Zone 6 Zone 5 
Zone 4 Zone 3 
Zone 2 Zone 1 
Entrance 
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In Figure 2, the purpose to combine themed lands that separated is to avoid visitors from getting lost. It 
improves circulation and the events distribution of visitors (Peter 2003). The Loop Plan is yet another 
basic circulation plan. The Loop plan is commonly found in Universal Studios theme parks, such as 
Universal Studios Islands of Adventure and Universal Studios Singapore. Modified versions of the Loop 
are also at many other parks. The plan is simple: the entire circulatory system is made up of a single 
walkway loop that passes in front of most major attractions. 
The Loop indicates either large pond or open space be placed in the center of the park, as the main 
focal point. The loop walkway provides an existing viewing area that can accommodate a large group of 
visitors. The themes of the lands remain separate, and visitors have no trouble finding their way. 
Examples of theme parks that been practiced using this movement: 1) Universal Studio in USA. 2) 
Universal Studio in Singapore. 3) Alton Towers Theme Park in United Kingdom. 4) Disneyland Anaheim 
in California. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
                  
 
 
 
Fig. 3. An example of  the axis movement 
From Figure 3, the Axis formations provides an escalating or point to point pattern. Visitors will not be 
able to miss any zones areas provision. They have a controlled movement and a midsection meeting 
point. The information-gathering and decision-making processes visitors used to orient themselves and 
move through space; how people get from one place to another. Humans make decisions as they move 
through a space, and that depends on information signage's and clues received as they move. First, we 
access what are we viewing upon reaching on site. Second, interpret the visual and written information 
what we saw. Thirdly, is to make decisions based on what we observed, move ahead in real time and 
repeat these steps until found the destination. 
Most decisions in wayfinding are actually based on information on architectural elements such as 
entrances to the building, transition points one zone to another, exits, path and stairs. Components such as 
lighting, sound and textures are part of navigation and rotations in wayfinding. Examples of theme parks 
that been practiced using this movement: 1) Movie World, Warner Bros. Australia, 2) Universal Studio 
Japan, 3) Flamingo Land, Molton, North Yorkshire, England. 
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2.2. Wayfinding behavior 
Various strategies in wayfinding behavior (Passini 1984, Rovine & Weisman; Lawton 1994) have been 
used by many visitors when come to unfamiliar places. Two types of wayfinding strategies by Lawton 
(1994), Route & Orientation which visitor more prefer to use as they feel secure if they could not track 
their route back. Therefore, some of them would use short cut to locate their way back (O’Keefe & Nadel 
1987; Lawton 1994). There is no limit to stop the developing of a new theme park as long there is a 
demand from the developer, whereby visitor always expecting new and enjoyable experience. According 
to (Ariffin et al., 2011), customer behaviour is associate with the quality of good service and good 
elements of design. This is why we have a repeat customer, or sometimes they introduce to their friends 
and relatives. 
3. Method 
In this research, we covered the case study theme park which is situated in Singapore. Known as 
Universal Studio Singapore (USS). Construction of this theme park and the rest of the resort started on 19 
April 2007. Universal Studio Singapore is 20 hectares (49 acres) in size. There is a total of 24 attractions 
of which consists of 7 themed zones. The grand opening of this theme park was held on 28 May 2011. 
(Lim, Jessica, 2010). Refer to Figure 4 (a) and (b) shows the site map and the layout plan of the rides. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. (a) Site map of Universal Studio Singapore.Source: Google Earth (2012); (b) Layout plan Universal Studio Singapore 
Source: Universal Studio Singapore website 
3.1. Instrument constructs 
3.1.1. Participants 
 
The respondents were 229 visitors who had joined the tour  in separate date, conducted by travel 
agency. Data was collected between October 2011 and February 2012. They are the response to answer a 
variety of enquiries relating to wayfinding behavior and cognitive understanding through architectural 
elements. 
3.1.2. Tool of accessments 
 
Data was drawn from the survey questionnaire. The survey question is about their perceptions of the 
substantive staging of the factors that influencing their walking patterns and route choice behavior. Two 
task groups involving an adult and teenagers were conducted in this survey. This experiment provides 
valuable additional information of the way visitors interact with architectural space. Using Rasch 
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Measurement Model with the aid Rasch Winstep in the analysis, it to assess the property items and scale. 
The visitors have limited efforts to observe external factors (characteristics of the environment) to 
describe through their cognitive mind. According to Millonig and Schechtner (2007a), external factors 
can also be classified to several dimensions of route qualities: physical (distance activity), psychological 
(attractiveness, safety), and mental qualities (complexity, landmarks). The demographic information was 
collected at the beginning of the questionnaire because it's potentially to know what type of visitor gather 
in this theme park. All the constructs were measured using a five-point response scales anchored by 
strongly disagree (1) and strongly agree (5). The visitors are required to rank their agreement on the listed 
instruments according to section of priority. The Rasch model also takes into account the ability of the 
respondent who answered questionnaires, tests or instruments as well the difficulty of each test item or 
Items (Bond and Fox, 2007). A set of items was tabulated into 4 dimensions of conceptualization of  the 
properties as shown in table 1. 
Table 1. Wayfinding performance and perception of the arrangement of surrounding 
          Items       Item Label 
Space Factor 
When I am in a theme park, I prefer to use a map     1sp_map   
When I am in a theme park I found lots of shade and shelters    2sp_shades 
I feel safe when visiting this theme park      3sp_safe 
I can easily define the each zone according to each theme.    4sp_zoning 
If I lost my way, I will go to the meeting spot.     5sp_spot 
I know which direction to choose once i pass the main entrance.    6sp_direction 
I lost or miss my way on a few instances.      7sp_lost 
A clear and graphical signage will direct me to explore independently.   8sp_signages 
Directories are placed everywhere.      9sp_directions 
While exploring the theme park I try to remember which way I walk by.   10sp_location 
During peak times, I experience long queue from the ticketing booth.   11sp_queue 
Maps with “You Are Here” marking is very helpful.     12sp_marking 
Public facilities eg; info point, restrooms, cafe, kiosk and cyberpoint 
are sufficient.        13sp_pubfac 
As I walk from the exit, I sense a unique and memorable experience.   14sp_memory 
Some elements obstruct for me to see the signage (hardscape or landscape)   15sp_obstruction 
Spatial Factor 
The layout in this theme park effectively attracts the attention of visitors.   1sl_layout 
Shops are well placed starting from the entrance.     2sl_placement 
The music / PA system can be heard clearly      3sl_audio 
I travel in one direction around the route without have to turn back    4sl_route 
The average time spending here in one play zone is 1 hour    5sl_time 
The theme park provides a wide variety of ride and sites to explore.   6sl_rides 
This theme park is large in size.       7sl_ size 
Separate walkway is to ensure suitability safety for the path user to choose.   8sl_safety 
Most of the iconic play zones hardscapes and props resemble familiar    9sl_icons 
popular cartoon figures. 
Color Factor 
When I enter the theme park, I saw various of color schemes that     1c_various 
entices me to explore the whole area.       
The color schemes affect my emotions      2c_emosi 
Colors do create ambience, resemble personality and identity to each play zones  3c_identity 
Color floor tiles and pathway help to direct me to the designated play zones.   4c_hardscapes 
Props, sets costumes and other decorative elements are all in vibrant    5c_ambience 
colors are entice to be more closer look. 
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Quality of Experience 
Overall trip experience.       Iql_trip experience 
Safety information and services.       2ql_safety 
Facilities and amenities.       3ql_amenities 
Space capacity and controlling.       4ql_spa capacity 
Cleanliness.        5ql_cleanliness 
Range of play zones.        6ql_play zones 
The scale range from Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree. (5) 
Familiarity with the environment also are much more likely when they depend on the landscape cues. 
It is interesting to find out that they are concerned with wayfinding navigation. A factor analysis was used 
to analyze 14-item Wayfinding anxiousness Scale. The factor loadings are shown in Table 1. The list 
consisted of 14 wayfinding tasks that may cause anxiety, such finding a way in an unfamiliar area and try 
to locate new short cut. From the data also shows that the first time visitors are most likely to follow the 
crowd than others. Visitors who had visited more than three times or more seldom followed others to 
locate their way. In addition, they may follow their instinct. Here, we can assume that the more they are 
familiar with the environment the more economical their wayfinding behavior will be. 
3.2. Data analysis results  
There are five parameters that the researcher elicits from the questionnaires. For this reason, the 
researcher has located activity areas where visitors distinguished by two types of walking areas; 
Walkways and play zones. Walkways represented by a series of waypoints. These are measured to know 
the visitor wayfinding performance such as time and speed that we assume that visitors sometime use the 
shortest path when they move between two connection points. 
3.2.1. Demographic of visitors  
 
This research looking at individual differences such as age-groups of people, choice of preference that 
could directly or indirectly influence the wayfinding. It is important to analyze demographic information 
of visitors, to know what type of theme parks the most frequent visits and what type of media resource 
that attracted them to visit the Universal Studio Singapore. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Age range of visitors; (b) Types of group 
The above, Figure 5 are showing the age range of sample of visitors who are visiting this theme park 
for themselves and family. From the total of 229 respondents, 40% (n=90) are adults in the range age 20-
55 and 67% (n=153) are teenagers within 12-19 years old. Different types of rides are available for 
different ages of people. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
                         
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. (a)  Time visits of visitors; (b) Day spending at theme park 
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The Figure 6 show the frequency of a theme park visit in a year which is derived from cognitive 
evaluations of their theme park experience. Environmental familiarity and demographic information were 
measured. Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth (1982) saying that being familiar with an environment means having 
a better and proper knowledge of what is in the environment. Therefore, most of the visitors will make an 
effort to visit any of the theme parks at lease once a year. Different visitors will have a different length of 
stay in a theme park. From the original of 229 participants in this survey, 49% of them, will spend their 
time at least half a day, depending choice of rides they want to play. For the first time visitors, 67 out of 
229 (30%) would like to travel themselves within their own time. The total time that a visitor spends in a 
theme park is drawn from an empirical visit time distribution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.  Resource of attraction ; (b) Different time of queuing 
From Figure 7, it shows from the publicity through social media whereby helps in promoting specific 
play zones. Therefore, from the survey, publicity through advertising play an important strategy to 
increase the number of visitors per visit. About 29% out of 229 respondents get to know this theme park 
through advertisement. When visitors have been expose by the media, they willing to repeat their visit 
and most of them don’t mind to queue again, just to fulfill their satisfaction. 45% of them will have to 
queue approximate 11-20mins when they decide to join of each zone of activities. At the destination, 
either the visitor will wait their queue, or they may select another play zone that less of peoples. 
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3.2.2. Space indicators (map, shades, safety zone, spot direction, lost, signage, public facility & 
obstruction) 
On a large scale of the new place, navigating to unknown locations involves our memory in order how 
to get there. The goal we want to describe here is to learn about action performed in physical space. Route 
knowledge showed a greater impact on wayfinding performance. 
Table 2. Person reliability 
TOTAL            MODEL  INFIT           OUTFIT  
 SCORE COUNT      MEASURE      ERROR         MNSQ           ZSTD                MNSQ                     ZSTD 
 
REAL RMSE                . 43  TRUE   SD    1.09                SEPARATION          2.52        Person RELIABILITY          . 86 
MODEL RMSE            . 39 TRUE   SD    1.11                SEPARATION             2.85         Person RELIABILITY          . 89 
S.E OF Person MEAN = . 08  
Table 3. Item realibility 
TOTAL            MODEL  INFIT           OUTFIT 
 SCORE COUNT      MEASURE      ERROR         MNSQ           ZSTD                MNSQ                     ZSTD 
 
    REAL RMSE            . 10 TRUE   SD    .48                 SEPARATION      4.87      Person RELIABILITY          . 96 
MODEL RMSE            . 09 TRUE   SD    .48                 SEPARATION     5 .09       Person RELIABILITY          . 96 
S.E OF Item  MEAN = . 13  
 
The person and item reliability from the table 2 & table 3 targeted groups of visitors to respond to the 
indicators which important in the validity of outcome indicators. The person reliability was 0.86, and this 
was considered to have a strong value of reliability and acceptable value (Bond and Fox, 2007). 
Perception of respondent, when the place is too crowded they will have dissatisfaction or maybe they will 
feel more excited when come to the opening hour. 
3.2.3. Spatial layout indicator (layout, placement, audio, route icons, timing ) 
 
The spatial configuration refers to the way every space in the surrounding relates to every other. This 
is because the layout of the place itself affects the choices that individual make. With this ‘good form’ 
would promote accurate wayfinding performance (O’Neil, 1992). Spatial complexity can be measured by 
looking at the number of the indicators in a sense which provide direct information as to which way to go. 
Table 4. Item reliability 
TOTAL            MODEL  INFIT           OUTFIT 
 SCORE COUNT      MEASURE      ERROR         MNSQ           ZSTD                MNSQ                     ZSTD 
 
    REAL RMSE            . 12 TRUE   SD    1.55 SEPARATION 13.13 Person RELIABILITY          . 99 
MODEL RMSE            . 10 TRUE   SD    1.56 SEPARATION 14.93 Person RELIABILITY         1 . 00 
S.E OF Item   MEAN =         . 52  
  
Table 4 shows item reliability index is 0.99 which is high, because it's approaching 1.0 (Wright & 
Masters 1982), meaning recurrence expectation on the layout in this theme park were linked between 
spatial anxiety and route strategies to determine the orientation.  
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3.2.4. Color 
Colors are found to give an impact on the human behavior due to the environment that influence their 
walking performance, affecting visitor’s relationship between environmental colors and their behavior in 
particular that affecting visitor’s alertness during wayfinding. According to Fehrman and Fehrman (2004) 
color will influence moods and emotions. 
Table 5. Point measure correlation (PTME Corr.) 
ENTRY    RAW             MODEL INFIT           OUTFIT PTMEA 
NUMBER      SCORE COUNT      MEASURE         S.E            MNSQ           ZSTD                MNSQ              ZSTD CORR ITEM 
 
      1    873              228        - .28                   .13           1.08             . 8  . 99 . 0 .78       1c_various 
      5    917              227                   - .59                   .14            . 96            -. 4  . 97 -.3 .81       5c_ambience 
      4    900              228                   - .19                   .13          1 02             . 2  1.03  .3 . 8        4c_hardscapes 
      3    883              224                  -  .17                   .13            .88           -1.2  . 87              -1.3  .8        3c_identity 
      2    850              228                  -  .67                   .13          1 01             . 1  1.02 . 2 . 84      2c_emosi 
 
MEAN         884.6  227.0       . 00              . 13           . 99               -.1  . 98 -.2 
S.D   22.9    1.5                . 43                 . 00                      . 07             .7              . 06                       . 6 
 
Table 5 shows partial values of 5 item constructs of Point Measured Correlation (PTMEA). In this 
analysis, the first stage was to identify any item that had a negative value. From 5 items, items of 5 and 3 
were detected to have negative values of -.3 and -1.3 which both of the items were to represent the 
indicator of disturbance. According to the principle of Rasch Model, these items or in this case, the 
disturbance was unable to be measured by respondents due to the discrimination ability of respondents. In 
table 6, items 5C (ambience), is more difficult to determine by visitors. This refers to the color setting that 
refer to props or costumes. The selected play zones does not influence the alertness during their 
wayfinding. For item 3c (identity), is referred to target particular landmarks, only some of them readily 
summarize their ability to remember routes and comprehend with the surroundings in terms of a sense of 
colors. 
3.2.5. Quality of experience (QOE) 
 
All about satisfying towards the end of the journey. For this study to deal with the nature of emotions, 
disinformation and satisfaction. At the end, visitors’ willing to pay more for the service and repeat their 
journey.  
 
Table 6. Point measure correlation (PTME Corr.) – quality of experience 
 
ENTRY    RAW             MODEL INFIT       OUTFIT           PTMEA 
NUMBER      SCORE COUNT      MEASURE         S.E            MNSQ           ZSTD             MNSQ           ZSTD      CORR ITEM 
 
      4    759             227           .67                   .15           1.10             1.0               1.09                    .8             .76      4ql_spa capacity 
      6    716             227                       .54                   .16           1.21             1.8               1.23                  2.0             .74      6ql_playzones 
      2    791             227                      -.10                   .16             .84            -1.5                 .81                 -1.7             .76      2ql_safety 
      3    793             227                      -.15                   .16             .78            -2.1                  . 77                 -2.1             .76      3ql_amenities 
      5    797             227                      -.35                   .16            1.05              .5               1.13                  1.0             .69      5ql_clealiness 
      1                811              227                      -.61                  .17              .96                -.4                 1.01                    .1             .70      1ql_tripexprience 
MEAN         777.8  224.3          . 00              . 16             .99               -.1               1.00                  .0  
S.D    31.8    5.5                      . 46                    .00             .15                1.4                -17                   1.5   . 
From Table 6, the value of Ponit of Measures Correlation should indicate positive values. This show 
that summary from 6 items. All items show positive values with index >0.70. Minimum index PTMEA 
CORR is 0.70 which refer to trip experience and maximum index PTMEA CORR is 0.76 which refer to 
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space capacity. It shows that generally the visitors valued their experience as enjoyable and had favorable 
memories of their theme park visit. According to Robin Carson (2001), to build the prefect themed 
destination following the guiding principles for building the ideal theme park, the “main street” and each 
pod or “land” should include a sense of being someplace special and interesting design. Based on the 6 
items, the service quality should be a priority, in order visitors perceived that their visits is the value for 
money. 
4. Results and discussion 
The methodology and finding were used to develop a framework system to see the relationship 
between wayfinding anxiousness and acting experience when they arrive at specific play zones. 
Table 7. Reliability value and respondent separation index and item for all 4 parameters 
        No.   Dimension Items of physical               Respondent (N 229)                                 Item  
                                                           Attributes (N) 
                                            Reliability      Separation                       Reliability      Separation 
1. Space      15                                  0.86                   2.52       0.96                4.87 
2. Spatial Layout    10        0.82               2.13                                      0.99               13.13 
3. Color       5        0.81                   2.10       0.90           3.07 
4. Quality of Experience      6        0.64               1.34       0.87            2.62      
Table 7 illustrates two separate analysis summary statistic. First, to identify the reliability of 
respondents towards the indicators through the person separation and reliability index. Then, followed by 
the item reliability test by the values from item separation and reliability index. The acceptable 
respondents’ reliability index is from 0.64 to 0.8 which indicate positive feedback. The respondent 
reliability index is to show the probability of a strong perception of their environment. Respondent 
separation index > 0.8 shows that those are acceptable with a valid response. In Item reliability index is 
from 0.87 to 0.96. It’s show what's in this parameter that we want to measure. Wright & Master (1982) 
found that if the value is near to 1.0 the items are considered valid, identifying what is supposedly to 
measure. 
This study was designed to investigate how sense of direction can influence imaginary orientation and 
desire for active participation. From the survey, they specify about the factors that influenced their ratings 
of the description. The frequency of positive and negative mentions of cardinal direction, distances, left-
right, landmarks were coded. The results  or findings from this study seek significant individual 
differences in a visitor’s wayfinding behavior based on age, type of travel group and familiarity with the 
environment.  Based on the survey majority of the visitors’ age category were teenagers (12-19 years) and 
most of them prefer to walk without using navigational aids as they walk in random at any chance in 
direction occurred by chance. This will share how their fantastic imaginary, orientation that affects the 
relationships between hardscape elements and people. These results also extend the implications of using 
Plog’s Psychographic Personality Model and Theory of Familiarity. These theories discussed based on 
visitor characteristic as described by Plog (2001) as self inhibited, nervous and non adventuresome. It was 
found that those visitors who had previously visited Universal Studio Singapore had using symbolic 
formation on collecting perceptions of distances, capabilities of travel with 1) goal reaching a familiar 
zone. 2) exploratory travel with a goal of returning to familiar meeting point. 3) travel that use symbolic 
information. During the wayfinding in a theme park visitor normally remember the turns and points 
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(Jackson 1998). The study findings on 4 dimensions, space, layout, color and quality of experience 
oppositely correlated with the perception of wayfinding personality behavior. 
5. Conclusion 
This paper aimed to identify and analyze the park users spatial interaction in relation decisions on 
accessing theme park in Singapore. It has been found that the architectural activity has give an impact on 
individual characteristics. Therefore through their emotions and anxiousness factors have influence into 
making their route decision. From the findings showed that visitors remember through their schemata 
images surroundings. The only way to reduce their anxieties is the focus on their needs on navigation. 
Meaning that wayfinding anxiety and strategies are related to wayfinding visitor behavior. In this way, it 
can improve visitor satisfaction, intensified visitation and increase the tourism. Further research shall  
explore on how individual memory response should have compare their travel experience either local or 
overseas. 
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